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In modern system of education use informational communication technologies as tool
raising a learning efficiency is conclusive. Thus the information technologies are everywhere
used both for support of traditional system of education and for introduction of new model -
remote training (e-learning). It expresses a combination of the various forms of reception of
education to application of modern means of information and communication technologies.

In the first decade of new century use of means of computer science, telecommunication
systems and information technologies becomes in informational the advanced countries prac-
tically universal not only in an industry, economy and finance, but also and in sphere to a
science, education and culture.

As is known, the creation in 1969 of the British Open University (BOU) has given a
significant pulse to development of theoretical bases and practice of remote training (UP TO)
in the world. The occurrence BOU as high-grade and full academic establishment has rendered
significant influence on many countries.

Open University of Israel (OUI) – unique and head high school of the country on remote
training. Last years about 30 colleges of Israel begin to cooperate actively with OUI.

Education on distance without a lift-off from the basic activity (the remote education) has
in Russia old roots and usual traditions. In 1939 the correspondence post graduate course was
founded.

One of conditions of an effective utilization of remote education in Azerbaijan is the study
of foreign experience.

As is known, a leading educational institution in this direction is the Azerbaijan State
Economic University (АSEU). ASEU since 2001 gives to the students of faculty of training
for a new profession and improvement of professional skill an opportunity distant to study in
high school.

Let’s note that in system of virtual university BSU some thousand students were regis-
tered, and the quantity (amount) of the placed lectures now makes almost 600. The centre of
electronic training plans this year to begin introduction of remote training and in other high
schools of Azerbaijan.

It is possible, that already in 2010-2013 years. All state high schools of the country will
use actively models of remote training and Azerbaijan will turn in the leader of this branch
not only on regional, but also at the European level.


